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Calvary Campaign
Calvary Church reached out for a second year
to serve the guests staying at MCSA, and we
could not be happier. The thoughtful multimonth campaign features a cheery group of
volunteers serving dinner each weeknight, and
and a large supply drive orchestrated by the
congregation. We appreciate their kindness!

A Warm Welcome!
MCSA gladly welcomes to the team Jason
Dornbush, our new Permanent Supportive
Housing and Project Manager! He comes to us
with a plethora of knowledge relating to project
management, and has a wonderful personality.
He looks forward to working with clients in
our supportive housing units and bringing
projects to live at MCSA.
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Updates from Boots
Boots has been enjoying her time
at MCSA, and wanted her 15
seconds of fame! She loves
greeting people at the door,
making dramatic
appearances during tours,
lounging in the lobby, and eating
treats. Boots also loves posing for
photos, as demonstrated above.
Boots loves attention, so we
encourage you to stop in and meet
her!

In our April newsletter, we
are excited to write about our
2019 New Beginnings
fundraiser for the Domestic
Violence Shelter, new events
happening in our building,
and more. Be on the look out
for our monthly newsletter to
stay up to date on all of the
interesting things that happen
at MCSA.

To Our Volunteers:
We wish to extend a huge
thank you to all of our
volunteers that have staffed
our desk, prepared meals for
guests, organized donations,
planned fundraisers, and
more. We could not fulfill our
mission with the countless
hours spent by volunteers in
our community!

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Interested in assisting with the Food Pantry?
Contact Pam Keefe, Food Program Manager:
Pkeefe@mcsaiowa.org
563-264-3278

